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He is the series main antagonist. As the series progresses, an increasing number of people are revealed to
know the secret. Leslie "Jake" Ryan portrayed by Cody Linley season 1â€”4 is an Emmy -nominated
television and film actor best known for his role as a zombie slayer on the teen sitcom Zombie High. Jake got
his start in acting as a baby, appearing in commercials for "Wonder Diapers". Intergalactic Bounty Hunter
Buck Rogers parody. Jake first meets Miley at Seaview Middle School where he attends as a part-time learner
before relocating. Jake basks in the attention, although Miley, who is a superstar herself, fails to be impressed
at his star power and believes that Jake should be treated as a normal kid. This is what first attracts Jake to
Miley, and with time, Miley begins to realize that she has feelings for him too, even though she refused to
admit it at first. While Jake often enjoys the benefits of being famous, he also admits to Miley "sometimes I
wish I could just turn it off". Jake and Miley first start dating in "People Who Use People", but their
relationship lasts only a matter of minutes as Jake kisses Miley and then tells her he is going away to Romania
for four months. While he is there, it is extended to six months. They restart their relationship. This has guilt
over Miley until she finally reveals to him that she is Hannah Montana. Their relationship, however, comes to
an end again after Miley learns that Jake is too self-centered and they later agree to be just friends. Jake again
returns in "Jake The relationship is on again for the third time in "He Could Be the One". This ends their
relationship for good. Roxy takes her job very seriously, and is known for her ridiculous attempts to keep
Miley safe from danger. She is like family to the Stewarts, and sometimes watches the kids as a nanny, or
helping cure Robby of sickness. Roxy used to be a Marine where she learned most of her techniques. She was
also a bodyguard for the famous cellist Yo-Yo Ma. She later worked as a security guard, and while on duty at
a place called "Wig City", she met Miley and Robby for the first time. Miley was trying to create the Hannah
disguise, and Roxy helped her pick an appropriate wig. She then took a job as her bodyguard. She briefly
worked for the Secret Service presidential protection unit after saving the president from contaminated sushi.
After this she returned to work for Hannah. Roxy also has 60 hours of firefighter training. Roxy owns a pair of
bulletproof pantyhose, which she says "keeps bullets out; keeps Roxy in". Roxy is single and lives in an
apartment with her dog named Diddy. She earlier had a goldfish named Denzel. The only time Roxy is seen to
be intimidated was upon meeting an old high school friend, Clarice Johnson. Amber and Ashley are ironically
both big Hannah Montana fans, despite their disdain for Miley. Even though they are unaware that Miley is
Hannah Montana. The girls first appear in the pilot episode and have since appeared in a total of 12 episodes,
although they only appeared once in season three. However, they make their last appearance on the series
finale, when Lily and Miley get into Stanford University they become assigned roommates to Amber and
Ashley. When they both see them, they all of sudden want to become best friends with Miley, since everyone
found out about her secret. Amber seems to be the more competent of the duo with Ashley typically following
her lead. Amber is the editor of the school yearbook, a great singer, and is the first in the class to hold a valid
drivers license. Miley as Hannah has her first honest conversation with Amber backstage and learns that when
she was younger, Amber was bullied and made fun of. Miley begins to feel sorry for her, and makes her
promise to become a kinder person. This gives Miley a small taste of why she maintains her Hannah secret, as
Amber and Ashley only want to be her friend for selfish reasons. Whenever Amber and Ashley happen to say
something at the same time, they say together "Oooo, tsss! This celebratory gesture becomes their trademark
and a source of great annoyance to Miley and Lilly. At the end of the pilot episode, Miley and Lilly do the
gesture in mockery of Amber and Ashley. Miley later initiates it with Lilly, but she declines, and they decide
on a new best friends handshake. She has however, reluctantly accepted Lola at social events and maintains a
friendly relationship with Hannah because of this. Traci talks with a nasal voice that is often noticed by others,
which she claims is a "deviated septum" or else a "nasal condition". Hannah once went to Traci for boyfriend
help when she asked to use her "faux-beau" to fool Lilly and Oliver who believe that Miley is alone now that
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the two are dating. She seems to have a crush on Jackson, and is frequently having celebrity parties, in which
Hannah and her friends go to although Lilly only goes for the publicity. He enjoys Shirley Temple cocktails ,
calling them " fruity and refreshing". He also has a secret love of baking, something he keeps secret because
he believes it is a primarily female activity. She agrees to go out with Jackson. Dontzig tricks the Stewarts into
a competition to see who can make their house look the scariest for Halloween, while all he wanted to do was
attract more children to his house. This plan of course, backfires on him. Dontzig is an alumnus of the fictional
State University of Santa Barbara and is a generous donor to the school. Dontzig is the only character in
Hannah Montana to be portrayed by two separate actors. Susan Stewart[ edit ] Susan B. Susan is the daughter
of Grandma Ruby. She died three years prior to season one, but is often mentioned by the Stewarts and
appears in household pictures. She also appears in person in three episodes by way of old home videos and
various dream sequences. Although they were both from Tennessee , Robby and Susan first met on the West
Coast in a small roadside cafe off Interstate Susan was working as a waitress at the cafe during her college
days and Robby visited while driving home to Nashville. Robby claimed he fell in love with Susan
immediately, and that he knew that Susan loved him too because she laughed at all his jokes. But with a little
encouragement from Aunt Dolly, Robby persisted and Susan finally went out with him. She was a skilled
shopper and Miley remembers that she had great taste in fashion. Robby remembers that when he and Susan
went shopping, all he did was carry the bags. In the video Susan tells Miley to always listen to her heart. Miley
wears this bracelet in all of her Hannah concerts until it is thrown overboard the SS Tipton by London Tipton ,
who was disgusted when Miley told her diamonds were fake. Robby is disappointed, but rather than stopping
him, he points to a picture of Susan and says that she would not be proud of him. The so-called "Mom card"
works in making Jackson finally tell the truth. In the pilot episode, Robby tells Miley that Susan would have
been proud of her performance at the Los Angeles concert. She works a job as a bikini model. She lives next
door to the Stewarts and has a cousin named TJ. Every time Jackson talks about her, he always stutters saying
the word "bikini. Siena admits to Jackson that he is right, because he is "way better," and they share their first
kiss. In the end, to save their relationship, Miley shows Siena her closet. This results in Siena finding out that
Miley is really Hannah. In the fourth season she appeared in 8 out of 13 episodes. In "Been Here All Along",
Jesse starts seeing Miley and Miley cancels a special father-daughter afternoon with her dad to go on a first
date with Jesse instead. After Jesse receives a phone call from his deployed father, their heartfelt conversation
leads Miley to realize how fortunate she is to have her father close to home whenever she needs him. Jesse
ends up figuring out that Miley is Hannah before she could even tell him, claiming that "You both have the
same beautiful eyes and amazing smile. Jesse later goes to see Miley off at the airport and they presumably
kiss. Stewart family[ edit ] Aunt Dolly left and Mamaw right smother Miley in a hug after putting their year
feud behind them. She lives in Tennessee but occasionally visits California. Ruthie is a demanding and
opinionated woman, often seen nagging Robby about his habits and parenting skills. Ruthie also makes fun of
him for being fat. While in high school Ruthie dated fellow Tennessean Elvis Presley and claimed to have
been the one to first give him the nickname "The King" after playing checkers with him. Elvis eventually
started dating Aunt Dolly which began a year feud between the two women. A former Olympian who played
volleyball at the Olympics, Ruthie maintained her competitive streak throughout life: Both Miley and Jackson
love "Mamaw," but they often find her overbearing. Ruthie reconciles with Miley and teaches her to better
appreciate her brother. Ruthie has appeared once in seasons 1, 2, and 4, and twice in the third. Very little is
said about him except that he had large ears and that he and Ruthie started dating after a school dance. He is
presumably deceased as the family refers to him in the past tense. She lives in Crowley Corners, Tennessee.
She is rarely mentioned in the series, although Robby says that she goes to singles bingo. Ruby helps teach
Miley the value of family and staying true to oneself. Aunt Dolly Dolly Parton is a long-time friend of the
Stewart family, long enough to remember when Robby was in diapers. Miley is seen to rely on her advice and
encouragement.
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Share Shares When most of us think about silent-era Hollywood, we imagine actors and actresses acting
respectably, unlike like the tabloid fodder that exists today. However, if the history of Hollywood is truthfully
examined, we find that many of the stereotypes we have in our minds are just thatâ€”stereotypes. This list
attempts to dispel any misconceptions about the silent era that you may have. Wallace Reid was one of the
biggest romantic stars of the silent era. He was a favorite of Cecil B. DeMille in the early days of his career.
However, in , Wallace Reid was severely injured in a train crash. If Reid had taken the time to recover, his
career would not have been lost. Instead, he took to morphine to ease the pain from his injuries. In , at only 31
years old, Wallace Reid died from morphine addiction. Alma Rubens, a silent beauty queen, struggled with
cocaine addiction throughout much of her career and was arrested in for cocaine possession. In possibly her
most curious role, Rubens acted with Douglas Fairbanks in the cult film The Mystery of the Leaping Fish, a
comedy dealing with cocaine use. After a public breakdown in the late s, Rubens was hospitalized, to no avail.
In , Rubens was forced to release a sensational memoir to pay her bills. She died soon after. One of the most
prominent celebrity marriages from the silent era was that of Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, both the
biggest stars of their time. Pickford met Fairbanks in , and they soon struck up a friendship. However, both
were married to others when they began their relationship. The adulterous affair was widely hinted at in
magazines through subtly worded articles. They remained married until they themselves divorced in
Sometimes, as a result of these affairs, the stars would be forced to have abortions. While most Americans still
considered abortion a mortal sin at the time, it was common for Hollywood types. However, abortion
procedures were not standardized and were often dangerous. Stars knew that these clauses could be invoked
by the bosses at will, so they remained discreet about their personal lives. Any relationships they engaged in
had to be approved by the studios. If they had unapproved relationships, the bosses could fire them and have
their reputations ruined in the press. These clauses could be used for other purposes, too. For many years,
studio bosses believed that their stars having children was unpopular with the public. Pregnancies were
counted under the morality clause, which was another reason that actresses would have abortions. Gloria
Swanson, one of the biggest stars of the silent era, became pregnant by her fiance. Not wanting to risk ruining
her career, Swanson had an abortion in France. The abortion, while successful, was life-threatening and almost
killed Swanson. He was handsome, talented, and a bachelor, but he harbored a secret which he would take to
the grave: It was common knowledge in the Hollywood celebrity community, but none of his fans knew. To
maintain the image of a straight man, Novarro had to adhere to a very stringent set of standards. This was the
usual studio practice for homosexual stars. One actor, though, refused to follow the rules given to him by his
bosses. William Haines was a wildly popular actor in the s, but being homosexual, Haines ran the risk of
having his entire career collapse at any moment. Greta Garbo, the most celebrated actress of her day, also
engaged in homosexual affairs. Garbo, who never married, was often shielded by the studios because of her
popularity as an actress. For the later half of the s, America was sucked into World War I. Griffith,
undoubtedly the most prominent director of the time, made films like Intolerance, which preached against war.
However, knowing the value of cinema for the war effort, President Woodrow Wilson met with many of the
studio bosses to get them to join in Even Griffith, who was against war just one year earlier, directed the
pro-war film Hearts of the World in Many modern Hollywood stars will give their support for an issue or a
candidate, but during World War I, Hollywood became a government propaganda machine, and the stars were
the same. Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, and Charlie Chaplin all made public appearances during military
parades and bond drives across the country, making untold millions for the war effort. The first fan magazine
was Photoplay, which began operating in It was an immediate success. Other publishers followed suit,
forming other fan magazines like Motion Picture Magazine the same year and Picture Play in In the days
before the Internet, fan magazines were often the only access that readers had to the private lives of their
favorite celebrities. Because of this, fan magazines were even more influential than they are today. At the
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time, the magazines were targeted toward women, often middle-class housewives who were not permitted to
work by their husbands. Gossip and relationships filled most of the pages. Fan magazines also had the power
to make or break careers, and they were sometimes used to spread sordid rumors which could ruin lives and
reputations. Clara Bow was one of the highest-grossing stars of the silent era. After a nervous breakdown,
Bow quit the film industry for good. The pantomime and cinema itself is now seen as its own distinct art form.
However, while most serious film fans today call recent films classless and unoriginal, critics of the past
derided silent films as even more crass. Consider this article written for The English Review: At its worst it is
a kind of eye-frenzy; at its best it causes a headache. Look at the Auction of Souls [a film] bestiality. One
scene depicted a row of crucified girls. Of course the thing was done in America. The maidens were chosen;
the men went to see their comeliness. The whole gamut of life was presented, short of actual rape, which the
police cut. The article, written by drama critic Gordon Craig, was not the only one that he wrote about silent
films. To further stick it to the film industry, Craig also wrote: It appeals to the vulgarity of most. The idleness
of many. The economy of all. The fear of the ignorant. The laziness of half the world. The curiosity of the
other half. Therefore it protects the few. Still it pretends to be for the people! It may come as a surprise to
many that the entire reason that films are made in Hollywood comes from a few independent filmmakers who
were brave enough to go against the then-established industry. The Trust controlled all distribution and
production of films and film equipment, so anyone who wanted to make films or enter the industry had to have
the express permission of the Trust and had to buy their equipment from them. During this time, the vast
majority of films being produced were short films or serial films, but when feature-length films were being
imported from Europe to great success, many wannabe filmmakers wanted to cash in on the craze. However,
the Trust was always against feature-length films, so only independent filmmakers could make them. The first
film that Laske and Goldwyn made, along with first-time director Cecil B. DeMille, was The Squaw Man.
Even though the film was shot far away from the Trust, it was almost destroyed when several rolls of footage
were sabotaged. While many blame the Trust for this act, the real perpetrators remain a mystery. When the
film was released, it was vastly different from what most audiences saw and changed the industry forever.
Such films have, in fact, existed since the very early days of silent Hollywood. Damaged Goods, a film
centered around a young couple contracting syphilis, was one such film, which caused the New York Times to
proclaim: Weber knew that these films were both educational and wildly profitable. Her films, while
commercially successful, were also some of the only times that the public heard of such issues, and they were
portrayed in such a way as to get the common man to think. Even directors like Cecil B. DeMille knew the
power of vice films. During the silent era, DeMille would often use controversial subjects to help boost the
success of his films. While atheism is more widespread today, it was shocking back then, and much of the stir
for the film came from the clergy and other religious leaders. Mayer insulted Gilbert, causing him to attack, a
move which would cost his career. Another story of a studio head destroying a career is that of Irving
Thalberg pictured above , then the head of production at Universal Studios, and Erich Von Stroheim, the
extravagant actor and director. Stroheim had been successful with his flamboyant, over-budget productions,
but he crossed the line with his film, Foolish Wives. Thalberg reined in the production and forced Stroheim to
work by his standards. Thalberg took the hour film and cut it to two, botching it according to most historians.
The message was clear: The studio head controlled every aspect of a film, from production to the stars.
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This list of celebrities named Mika will show you the most prominent people with that name, along with
pictures and additional information about them when available. The famous Mikas below include actors
named Mika and athletes named Mika, but this list also includes doctors, teachers, or politicians named Mika
who are notable in their fields. Zibanejad was selected sixth overall in the NHL Born and raised in Ukraine,
the singer currently resides in Los Angeles, California. Trained by Mariko Yoshida, she He won six medals at
the Winter Olympics, earning one gold, one silver, and four bronzes. She fought as a lightweight in the Deep
and Jewels promotions before her retirement in He was a major figure of the Yugoslav Black Wave. He had
six children. Karppinen is also drummer to other bands, She is attached to Ken Production. Her pet name is
Mikapii. After numerous line-up changes, he remains the only original member. He is currently a member of
gothic metal band Entwine, Frostlit and ex-vocalist of atmospheric rock band ShamRain. She is also known in
the western world for her role as Namiko Takeda in the He is one of the most prolific Scandinavian jazz
musicians in his generation. Mika Ninagawa Film Director, Photographer Mika Ninagawa is a Japanese
photographer and director, known for her vibrant and brightly colored photographs of flowers, goldfish, and
landscapes. She has enjoyed significant commercial success His films can be categorized somewhere between
the traditions of classic documentary film-making, avant-garde and video art. He is also a regular New
Zealand She is affiliated with the entertainment office Three Tree. Since April he has been working on his solo
project She won as "Best Supporting Actress" for the movie, T2. She won "Best Movie Child In they gained
local popularity for their frenetic live performances. He has had more success on national than international
level achieving several medals in championship tournaments for senior judokas. He competed in Formula One
between and His best ranking was 10th in the world championship in He also won the GT2 class Yamaji is a
film director, screenwriter, poet and author. At Brown, Mika wrote and directed Project groups Coconuts
Musume and Minimoni. Project in along with Ayaka Kimura, Danielle He is a Finland international, with 59
caps since Mika Alatalo Mika Antero Alatalo is a former professional ice hockey forward. He has most
recently played for Herlev Hornets and He previously played for the Philadelphia Flyers Please only add items
that are relevant to this list topic.
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Leslie "Jake" Ryan portrayed by Cody Linley (season ) is an Emmy-nominated television and film actor best known for
his role as a zombie slayer on the teen sitcom Zombie High.
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